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ABSTRACT
A cutoff in the linear matter power spectrum at dwarf galaxy scales has been shown to
affect the abundance, formation mechanism and age of dwarf haloes and their galaxies
at high and low redshift. We use hydrodynamical simulations of galaxy formation
within the ETHOS framework in a benchmark model that has such a cutoff, and
that has been shown to be an alternative to the cold dark matter (CDM) model
that alleviates its dwarf-scale challenges. We show how galaxies in this model form
differently to CDM on a halo-by-halo basis, at redshifts z ≥ 6. We show that ETHOS
haloes at the half-mode mass scale form with 50 per cent less mass than their CDM
counterparts due to their later formation times, yet they retain more of their gas
reservoir due to the different behaviour of gas and dark matter during the monolithic
collapse of the first haloes in models with a galactic-scale cutoff. As a result, galaxies
in ETHOS haloes near the cutoff scale grow rapidly between z = 10 − 6 and by
z = 6 end up having very similar stellar masses, higher gas fractions and higher star
formation rates relative to their CDM counterparts. We highlight these differences
by making predictions for how the number of galaxies with old stellar populations is
suppressed in ETHOS for both z = 6 galaxies and for gas-poor Local Group fossil
galaxies. Interestingly, we find an age gradient in ETHOS between galaxies that form
in high and low density environments.
Key words: cosmology: dark matter
1 INTRODUCTION
The nature of the dark matter can be tested in a variety of
different astrophysical environments, particularly those in
which the masses of galaxies are close to the threshold for
galaxy formation and thus close to a possible cutoff in the
linear matter power spectrum as invoked by free-streaming
models of warm dark matter (Bode et al. 2001; Boyarsky
et al. 2009) and also by models where dark matter inter-
acts with relativistic particles in the early Universe (Bœhm
et al. 2002; Buckley et al. 2014; Cyr-Racine et al. 2016a;
Vogelsberger et al. 2016; Bose et al. 2018a). Such models
are of interest because they have been shown to explain as-
trophysical phenomena as well as, and perhaps even bet-
ter than, cold dark matter (CDM) models even in the pres-
ence of baryon physics processes, e.g. the densities of dwarf
spheroidal galaxies (Lovell et al. 2012; Vogelsberger et al.
2016; Lovell et al. 2017a,b), the abundance of faint galaxies
? email: lovell@hi.is
† Alfred P. Sloan Fellow
(Schneider et al. 2017), and the ages of Local Group satel-
lites (Lovell et al. 2017b).
The focus of such tests to find signatures of new dark
matter physics has typically been restricted to the abun-
dance and properties of nearby galaxies in the Local Group,
studies of which benefit from the ability to resolve stellar
populations and measure kinematics but suffer from con-
straints of poor statistics and the stochasticity of halo as-
sembly (Polisensky & Ricotti 2011; Lovell et al. 2012; Bœhm
et al. 2014; Lovell et al. 2014; Polisensky & Ricotti 2014;
Horiuchi et al. 2016; Vogelsberger et al. 2016; Bose et al.
2017; Lovell et al. 2017a,b; Schneider et al. 2017; Bozek et al.
2018).
At slightly higher redshift, current observational infer-
ences of the z = [0.2, 0.5] isolated elliptical galaxies’ sub-
halo mass functions provide only very weak constraints
on models with a power spectrum cutoff (Ritondale et al.
2018; Vegetti et al. 2018). Analysis of the degree of sub-
structure in the Lyman-α forest around z = 5 − 5.5
have claimed the strongest constraints (Viel et al. 2013;
Irsˇicˇ et al. 2017), but the WDM particle physics models
c© 2017 The Authors
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favoured by, for example, the dark matter decay interpre-
tation of the 3.55 keV line observed in clusters and M31
(Boyarsky et al. 2014b,a; Bulbul et al. 2014) are in agree-
ment with the Lyman-α constraints (Garzilli et al. 2015,
2018).
An alternative, and complementary, approach is to
model and observe galaxies in the very high redshift Uni-
verse (z > 6) where galaxies are only just starting to form,
are low mass, and have a good opportunity to express the
underlying dark matter model with fewer systematic uncer-
tainties, e.g. satellite stripping and multiple stochastic star
formation episodes, albeit at the cost of having to observe
galaxies at much greater distances. Models with a primor-
dial power spectrum cutoff have been shown to influence
the population of galaxies at high redshift, having an im-
pact in the collapse time (Lovell et al. 2012), abundance
(Bode et al. 2001; Polisensky & Ricotti 2011; Lovell et al.
2014; Kennedy et al. 2014; Horiuchi et al. 2016; Lovell et al.
2016), and UV luminosity of such galaxies (Bose et al. 2017;
Lovell et al. 2018a; Menci et al. 2018). Models with cutoffs
at progressively larger scales delay the collapse time, reduc-
ing the galaxy abundance and increasing the UV luminosity
as the rapid, monolithic collapse of haloes leads to bright
starbursts (Bose et al. 2016b; Lovell et al. 2018a). These
studies have also shown that such models successfully reion-
ize the universe within the constraints set by the Planck
mission (Planck Collaboration et al. 2015) and high redshift
galaxy counts (e.g. Bouwens et al. 2015; Robertson et al.
2015). Thus, they remain compatible with current observa-
tions and at the same time leave a distinct imprint of new
dark matter physics in the galaxy population, as opposed to
the CDM model, which remains featureless at all scales of
interest in the physics of galaxies.
In this study we follow up on our previous paper, Lovell
et al. (2018a), by breaking down the populations of sim-
ulated galaxies generated therein and examining them on
an individual basis. In particular, we match haloes between
our ETHOS simulation and its CDM counterpart. In the
first instance this study will inform us about the mass scale
at which such a one-to-one relationship between CDM and
ETHOS haloes breaks down, in the sense that a CDM halo
is or is not replicated by the ETHOS initial conditions. For
those haloes that do have a one-to-one match, we will com-
pare the halo masses and stellar properties such as star for-
mation histories.
This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we re-
view our simulations and methods, in Section 3 we present
our results, and draw conclusions in Section 4.
2 SIMULATIONS AND METHODS
The simulations used in this paper are the same as per-
formed for the previous study in this series (Lovell et al.
2018a). We provide a summary here.
The simulations were performed using the hydrodynam-
ical Arepo code (Springel 2010) and a leading model of
galaxy formation (Vogelsberger et al. 2013; Torrey et al.
2014; Vogelsberger et al. 2014a,b; Genel et al. 2014; Wein-
berger et al. 2017; Pillepich et al. 2018). The code in-
cludes a module that implements elastic and isotropic self-
interactions with velocity-dependent cross-sections (Vogels-
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Figure 1. The dimensionless linear matter spectra for the
ETHOS (red) and CDM (black) simulations used in this work.
We also include two thermal relic models as dashed lines: that
which has the same half-mode mass as ETHOS (2.9 keV, purple)
and also the spectrum that has the same peak position as ETHOS
(3.4 keV, turquoise).
berger et al. 2012, 2016). We note that this code has has been
also employed for multiple other SIDM explorations (e.g.
Vogelsberger & Zavala 2013; Creasey et al. 2017; Brinck-
mann et al. 2017), and recently was also extended to include
inelastic collisions (Vogelsberger et al. 2018). The bench-
mark model of interacting dark matter is the ETHOS-4
model (hereafter simply ‘ETHOS’), which is a specific model
of the ETHOS framework (Cyr-Racine et al. 2016b), that
was calibrated in Vogelsberger et al. (2016) to alleviate the
CDM dwarf-scale challenges. It features dark matter self-
interactions and a cutoff in the linear matter power spec-
trum due to dark matter−dark radiation interactions (see
section 2 and table 1 of Vogelsberger et al. 2016 for de-
tails of the specific particle physics model and its param-
eters). The linear matter power spectrum of the ETHOS
model is shown in Fig. 1, alongside the CDM power spec-
trum and two thermal relic spectra, one of which has the
same half-mode mass (defined below) as ETHOS (2.9 keV)
and the other the same peak position in k as ETHOS
(3.4 keV). The cosmological parameters of our simulations
are consistent with the Planck satellite estimates (Planck
Collaboration et al. 2014; Spergel et al. 2015) and take the
values: matter density Ω0 = 0.302, dark energy density
ΩΛ = 0.698, baryon density Ωb = 0.046, Hubble parame-
ter H0 = 100h km s
−1 Mpc−1 = 69.1 km s−1 Mpc−1, power
spectrum normalisation σ8 = 0.838, and power spectrum
slope index ns = 0.967.
The cosmological boxes have a volume of (36.2 Mpc)3, a
dark matter particle mass of 1.76× 106 M and an average
gas cell mass of 2.69 × 105 M. The softening lengths for
the dark matter and the gas cells are 724 pc (comoving)
and 181 pc (comoving minimum, adaptive) respectively. The
simulations were evolved from z = 127 to z = 6. Haloes are
identified using a Friends-of-Friends (FoF) algorithm, and
gravitationally bound subhaloes are determined using the
subfind code (Springel et al. 2001). The process is repeated
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with the same initial conditions phases, volume and galaxy
formation model to produce a CDM counterpart.
In order to identify pairs of matching haloes between
the CDM and ETHOS versions we employ the Lagrangian
region matching method introduced in Lovell et al. (2014)
and augmented in Lovell et al. (2018b). To summarise, we
measure the degree to which prospective pairs of haloes in
the two simulations – as defined by the particles assigned
to them by subfind – share the same Lagrangian regions
in the initial conditions. The quality of the match is deter-
mined by the parameter R, which is defined as the ratio of
the cross-potential energy of the two matter distributions
squared and the product of the two individual potential en-
ergies (see fig. 6 of Lovell et al. 2014): for a perfect match
R = 1, and for progressively worse matches R→ 0. The best
possible match for each halo in the ETHOS simulation is the
halo in the CDM simulation that returns the highest value
of R. We perform the calculation in both directions, i.e.,
ETHOS matches for CDM haloes as well as CDM matches
for ETHOS haloes. If a CDM halo’s best match in ETHOS
is also the best match determined for that ETHOS halo,
then the match is said to be bijective. We use bijective pairs
of haloes in most of our CDM–ETHOS comparisons in this
paper.
The vast majority of bijectively matched haloes with
a halo virial mass M200,CDM
1>109 M achieve a value of
R > 0.95, and therefore constitute high quality matches
where the same halo has collapsed from the same initial con-
ditions volume patch in the two simulations as discussed be-
low in Fig. 2. Below 109 M the distribution in R shifts pro-
gressively to lower R, suggesting that in this regime there are
far more incidences where stochastic formation histories are
becoming relevant. We conclude that relaxed CDM haloes
with masses > 109 M are reliably matched, and therefore
reproduced, in the ETHOS simulation; we analyse the prop-
erties of lower mass haloes in the following Section.
Subhaloes that form from spurious fragmentation of fil-
aments are identified using the initial conditions sphericity
method developed in Lovell et al. (2014). We comment in
the text where these haloes may play a role in our results.
3 RESULTS
The goal of this study is to understand how the matter power
spectrum cutoff affects the assembly of the first galaxies and
their host haloes, and subsequently to make predictions for
how these changes are expressed in the star formation his-
tories of high redshift galaxies (z > 6) and also present day
fossil galaxies, i.e., galaxies that formed most of their stellar
mass before the end of reionization at z = 6. In this Section
we therefore begin by showing how haloes are reproduced
in the ETHOS simulation compared to CDM, then compare
the halo and galaxy masses, and finally present results for
the star formation histories.
1 Defined as the mass within the radius that encloses an over-
density of 200 times the critical density.
3.1 Halo formation near the cutoff scale
We begin our analysis with an examination of the forma-
tion of haloes in CDM and ETHOS, and show to what de-
gree CDM haloes are reproduced with similar properties in
ETHOS. We will focus on galaxies at two distinct epochs:
z = 6, which is at the end of reionisation and also the last
snapshot output time for which we have simulation data,
and secondly z = 10 as a compromise between, on the one
hand, the set of redshifts where CDM and ETHOS differed
most in Lovell et al. (2018a), and on the other hand, the
range of observational accessibility both at the present time
and in the near future.
3.1.1 Halo matching
Our haloes have been matched between CDM and ETHOS
as described in Section 2. Here we consider the fraction of
haloes that have bijective matches in the two simulations.
It is inevitable that some of the haloes in our sample
will not have a bijective match, and this can occur for sev-
eral reasons. Those few haloes at the high mass end that do
not have a match are typically undergoing a major merger, in
which case the subhalo finder’s definition of which particles
belong to which of the two merging haloes can have a pro-
found effect on the assignment of the Lagrangian region. At
lower masses on the other hand, there are effects caused by
the physical suppression in the abundance of ETHOS struc-
tures due to the primordial cutoff in the power spectrum,
and the numerical artefacts caused by discreteness effects,
in particular the confusion of structures caused by spurious
haloes (Wang & White 2007).
In order to find out to what degree these issues af-
fect halo-to-halo matches, we compute the ratio of two sub-
sets of our haloes to the total number of haloes for which
matches were attempted2. The first subset is for high quality
matches, defined as having R > 0.9, and a second of likely
matches, with R > 0.5; the latter is defined from previous
studies (Lovell et al. 2018b) which have shown that the ‘sec-
ond best’ match to a halo, i.e. the candidate match halo that
has the second highest value of R and is therefore the first
‘false’ match, returns R ≤ 0.4.
We present our results in Fig. 2, first for the rate at
which CDM haloes have a bijective match in ETHOS (top
panel) and second for the proportion of ETHOS haloes that
have a bijective match in the CDM simulation (bottom
panel). We also include the half-mode mass, Mhm, which
is defined as the mass enclosed within the comoving scale at
which the CDM-ETHOS transfer function is suppressed by
50 per cent:
Mhm =
4pi
3
ρ¯
(
pi
khm
)3
(1)
where ρ¯ is the mean background density and khm is the
2 Approximately 1 per cent of CDM haloes with M200 > 109 M
did not achieve any potential matches due to mergers changing
the value of the mass, and are therefore excluded from this anal-
ysis.
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Figure 2. Fraction of haloes with bijective matching pairs (see
last paragraphs of Section 2) as a function of M200. The top panel
shows the ratio of CDM bijectively matched haloes to all CDM
haloes, and the bottom panel the same quantity for ETHOS.
The solid black curves show the ratio when including haloes of
R > 0.5, and grey dashed curves where R > 0.9, where R is the
value of the matching quality parameter described in Section 2.
The dot-dashed green curve in the top panel shows the ratio of
the total number of ETHOS haloes to CDM haloes in each bin,
independent of matches. The error bars on the bijective match ra-
tios are binomial (2σ) and the errors on the mass function ratios
are Poissonian (1σ). The half-mode mass for ETHOS is shown as
a vertical dot-dashed line. The grey region delineates where spu-
rious bhaloes contribute to the mass function according to the
Wang & White (2007) criterion.
wavenumber at which the ETHOS linear matter power spec-
trum is suppressed by 0.52 relative to the CDM power spec-
trum.
In all cases, the ratio of matched-to-total haloes is close
to unity for M200 > 3×109 M, including at the dip around
5 × 1011 M where the presence of young, merging haloes
is most likely to cause matching issues. For M200 < 10
9 M
both the R > 0.9 and R > 0.5 haloes start to peel off from
a ratio of 1, the former much more sharply than the latter.
The first bin at which there is a clear separation between
the two samples is at 2× 109 M, where the value of the ra-
tio for the high-quality sample is 15 per cent lower than the
likely match sample. This is therefore the regime at which
stochasticity starts to affect the halo formation histories sig-
nificantly. There is also a significant difference between the
high quality matches for CDM and ETHOS at this mass
scale: 80 per cent of CDM haloes obtain a high quality match
compared to 90 per cent of ETHOS haloes, indicating that
it is at this mass (around 50 per cent higher than the half-
mode mass) that the power spectrum cutoff is suppressing
the halo abundance. At still lower masses the dropoff in the
high quality match proportion is shallower in ETHOS.
Interestingly, this dropoff is much sharper, and also oc-
curs at a lower halo mass, than would be inferred from com-
paring the two halo mass functions as shown in Fig. 3 of
Lovell et al. (2018a). We show this explicitly by plotting the
ratio of the ETHOS to CDM mass functions in the top panel
of Fig. 2. This mass function ratio peels away from unity at
a three times higher mass than the bijective match ratio. Fi-
nally, we note that at 108 M the ratio of mass functions is
higher than the matched proportion: we attribute this rever-
sal to a combination of CDM haloes that have no match to
ETHOS counterparts and ETHOS haloes that instead have
matches to more massive CDM haloes.
3.1.2 Halo mass
We explore the source of the discrepancy between the mass
functions and the matched fraction by means of our set of
matched haloes (R > 0.5 unless stated otherwise). For each
pair we compute the ratio of the ETHOS halo M200 to its
CDM counterpart and then calculate the distribution of this
halo mass ratio as a function of the CDM counterpart M200.
We plot the median and scatter of our results for redshifts
z = 6 and z = 10 in Fig. 3.
At z = 6, the paired haloes have the same mass for
M200 > 10
10 M. At lower masses the ETHOS halo masses
are suppressed relative to their CDM counterparts, down to
a minimum of 20 per cent of the CDM counterpart mass
at 108 M. An almost identical behaviour is observed at
z = 10. We therefore conclude that the discrepancy be-
tween the dark grey and green lines in Fig. 2, i.e. the dif-
ference between the suppression of the halo mass function
in ETHOS expected from object abundance alone to that
which we measure, is due to the suppression of M200 itself
in ETHOS, even for haloes that exist in both simulations.
We notice that the suppression of 50 per cent in halo
mass in the top panel of Fig. 3 occurs almost exactly at the
half-mode mas, Mhm, where the CDM-to-ETHOS transfer
function is likewise suppressed by 50 per cent. We therefore
also plot in the top panel of Fig. 3 this transfer function as
a function of M200, where we relate the linear matter power
spectrum / transfer function wavenumber k to the halo mass
via the same equation as used for khm to Mhm in Eq. 1.
We find that the (linear) expectation from the primordial
transfer function on the mass ratio between ETHOS and
CDM is suppressed by up to 25 per cent relative to the
actual measurement in our simulations at M200 > Mhm. We
will follow up in future work whether this approximation is
appropriate for other cutoff shapes and redshifts.
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Figure 3. The ratio between halo virial masses M200 (top panel)
and the maximum circular velocities Vmax (bottom panel) of our
bijective halo matches between the ETHOS and CDM models.
The z = 6 simulation data are shown in blue while z = 10 is shown
in orange. The solid lines show the median relations and shaded
regions show the 1σ scatter of the distribution. The vertical dot-
dashed line in the top panel shows the ETHOS half-mode mass,
Mhm, and in the bottom panel it shows the half-mode Vmax,
defined as the median value of Vmax at M200 = Mhm in CDM
(at z = 6). The dashed curve in the top panel shows the transfer
function for the ETHOS power spectrum where the wavenumber
k has been mapped into M200 by generalising Eq. 1 for k other
than khm.
A similar result has been found in the past for the peak
of the circular velocity curve, Vmax (which is defined less
arbitrarily than the virial mass) in Bozek et al. (2016) for
z = 0 WDM Local Group galaxies in DMO simulations (see
their figure 9). We thus repeat our M200 analysis for Vmax
and present our results in the bottom panel of Fig. 3. The
results for Vmax closely mirror those of M200, with large Vmax
haloes at both redshifts having very similar Vmax values in
CDM and ETHOS, and a ratio that tapers down to a me-
dian suppression at Vmax(CDM) = 20 km s
−1 of 20 per cent
(30 per cent) for z = 6 (z = 10) haloes. This is slightly
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Figure 4. Ratio of stellar masses (ETHOS/CDM) as a function of
M∗ of our bijective matches at z = 6 (blue) and z = 10 (orange).
The vertical dotted line marks the stellar mass at which each
galaxy contains ∼ 100 star particles.
less severe than the 40 per cent measured by Bozek et al.
(2016), and may be due to the fact that we are looking at
higher redshifts (z = 6 − 10 as opposed to z = 0) and also
might reflect differences in the linear power spectrum cut-
off between the ETHOS model we analysed and the family
of WDM models analysed in Bozek et al. (2016) which are
approximated by a 2.0 keV thermal relic.
The source of this suppression in mass (Vmax) in
ETHOS relative to CDM is linked to the size of the over-
density, δ, in which the haloes is centred, and subsequently
to the concentration of the halo. A discussion of this topic
is included in Appendix A.
3.2 The first galaxies in ETHOS
3.2.1 Galaxy properties
We turn to the properties of the baryonic component of each
galaxy, which we attempt to understand in the context of
the change in halo mass discussed above.
The stellar mass of each galaxy is one of its most fun-
damental properties. We would expect based on the previ-
ous section that the stellar mass of ETHOS galaxies would
be suppressed in ETHOS compared to CDM, if the stellar
mass follows M200. We examine this hypothesis in Fig. 4, in
which we perform the same analysis as Fig. 3 but with the
stellar mass, M∗, rather than M200; we restrict our sample
of matched halo pairs to those haloes that contain star parti-
cles in both their CDM and ETHOS matches. From hereon
in our definition of stellar mass is the total mass in star
particles that is gravitationally bound to the parent dark
matter halo. At z = 6, there is a persistent tendency for the
median of galaxies with M∗ > 107 M – which corresponds
to 100 star particles – to be suppressed by only a modest
5 per cent in ETHOS compared to CDM, whereas less mas-
sive galaxies are progressively more suppressed in ETHOS,
up to 30 per cent at 106 M. However, these median rela-
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Figure 5. Ratio of the stellar mass-halo mass relation at z = 6
(blue) and z = 10 (orange). Solid lines show results for matched
pairs (in which case M200 ≡M200(CDM)), and dashed the ratio
of the CDM and ETHOS median relations (in which case the
halo masses are the corresponding ones for CDM and ETHOS).
The vertical dotted line marks the approximate M200 at which
haloes obtain 100 star particles, and the dot-dashed line shows
the position of the half-mode mass, Mhm, of the ETHOS model.
tions are not tracked by the wider distribution (the upper
limit of the central 68 per cent of the data continues to rise at
the lowest masses plotted), and 106 M corresponds to only
∼ 10 star particles. This result is replicated very closely at
z = 10, with resolved galaxies showing a minimal change in
the stellar mass.
If it is indeed the case that the stellar mass, in so far as
it is well resolved, changes little between CDM and ETHOS,
this implies a puzzle given that we have already shown that
M200 certainly does change. We examine this relationship
further by repeating the ratio of ETHOS-CDM matched pair
stellar mass as a function of the CDM M200 and present the
results in Fig. 5 (solid lines). We also compute the median
M∗ as a function of M200 – the stellar mass-halo mass rela-
tion – for both sets of haloes separately, then compute the
ratio of the two medians (this is shown with dashed lines).
We only use ETHOS and CDM haloes that have bijective
matches, thus the data included in both the median-of-ratios
and ratio-of-medians are the same.
The size of the scatter in Fig. 5 is large, indicating once
again the resolution issues at small stellar masses (inevitably
in small haloes). The median relations for matched pairs
are nevertheless very flat and close to one, despite the fact
that the halo mass is clearly suppressed in ETHOS below
1010 M (see Fig. 3). We are reminded of this difference in
the bump up to 1.1 in the ratio of the two median relations
around 109 M at z = 6, showing that, since the ETHOS
halo mass is lower but the stellar mass is the same, the
median stellar mass per unit halo mass is higher than in
CDM. An even stronger version of this bump occurs at the
same halo mass at z = 10, up to nearly 30 per cent above
unity. It therefore appears that the star formation efficiency
for matched pairs is the same, even though the total mass
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Figure 6. SFR as a function of M200 for z = 10 galaxies in CDM
(black) and ETHOS (red). We include a hybrid curve in which
the SFR is drawn from the ETHOS galaxies and the M200 are
measured for the CDM counterpart haloes (blue). The shaded
regions encompass 68 per cent of the data.
of ETHOS haloes is lower. Unlike z = 6, however, there is
a decrement of 20 per cent in stellar mass between z = 10
matched pairs at 5 × 108 M (solid orange line): we will
return to this point in our discussion of the next Figure.
The total stellar mass at different redshifts is inevitably
related to the sum of the star formation rate (SFR) at dif-
ferent times. Measuring the star formation rate then has the
potential to shed light on why the stellar mass in ETHOS
and CDM galaxies is so similar in Fig. 5. The SFR of each
halo is calculated from the sum of the star formation rates
of the individual gas cells bound to the halo. Fig. 6 shows
the SFRs of matched haloes in ETHOS/CDM as a function
of halo mass at z = 10 (solid lines).
Beyond M200 > 4 × 109 M, there is little difference
between models at both redshifts. but there is a sharp
increase in the star formation rate in ETHOS haloes for
M200 < 4 × 109 M. This is consistent with the scenario
suggested in Bose et al. (2016b) and Lovell et al. (2018a),
where haloes near the cutoff scale in models with a primor-
dial power spectrum cutoff collapse later relative to CDM
but do so more rapidly, thus producing a bright starburst.
This is shown explicitly with the blue curve in Fig. 6, which
plots the ETHOS galaxy SFR as a function of the counter-
part CDM M200: we find that the SFR in ETHOS is en-
hanced by up to a factor of two in ETHOS compared to
the CDM counterparts, even though the halo M200 is lower.
We have repeated this exercise at z = 6, and found that
at this later time the difference between the models largely
disappears.
The SFR is to a large degree determined by the amount
of cold gas in galaxies. This suggests that ETHOS haloes
with a higher SFR would have a higher cold gas mass rela-
tive to CDM. We study this possibility in Fig. 7, in which
we show with solid lines the relationship between the ra-
tios of gravitationally bound gas (including hot and cold
gas, top panel) and dark matter (bottom panel) masses in
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ETHOS/CDM as a function of virial mass (M200(CDM)).
As in previous figures, the dashed lines are the ratio of the
median relations Mg −M200 (top panel) and MDM −M200
(bottom panel) for each model. The gas mass tracks the be-
haviour of star formation rate (Fig. 6) closely as expected.
We notice that below M200 < Mhm evaporation by reion-
ization radiation reduces the amount of gas in the z = 6
galaxies of both models to very small amounts.
At z = 10, the lowest virial-mass ETHOS halo gas
masses are suppressed by 70 per cent relative to CDM, which
is to be expected for haloes that have not yet collapsed in
ETHOS. The relative gas mass then increases dramatically
to 50 per cent above CDM at the half-mode mass, before
returning to CDM values at higher masses. The ratio of the
median relations (dashed lines) shows an even higher en-
hancement in the gas content in ETHOS galaxies over CDM,
– up to 120 per cent – for the same reasons discussed in the
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(red) for matched z = 10 galaxies as a function of M200. In blue
we show the effect of combining the gas mass measured in ETHOS
with the M200 measured for the CDM counterpart. The universal
baryon fraction is shown as a dotted line.
context of the SFR in Fig. 6. Overall, the ETHOS haloes
have as much gas (if not more) than their CDM counter-
parts, despite having lower dark matter masses.
This result is in strong opposition to the status of the
dark matter content in haloes, as shown earlier. This con-
trast can be seen by looking at the the lower panel of Fig. 7
(or top panel of Fig. 3). Here the dark matter mass of
ETHOS haloes is consistently suppressed at the low-mass-
end relative to CDM, by 40 per cent at the half-mode mass,
in which the gas mass is at least the same in ETHOS and
CDM haloes at z = 6 and enhanced in ETHOS at z = 10.
The suppression in dark matter mass is stronger at z = 6
than z = 10 by about 10 per cent at most halo masses.
It therefore appears that ETHOS haloes have higher baryon
fractions: we will return to this point in the next Subsection.
Finally, we note that the ratio of median relations (dashed
lines in the bottom panel of Fig. 7) implies that ETHOS
haloes have higher bound dark matter masses than CDM
haloes of the same virial mass, especially at z = 10.
We reinforce this discussion regarding the total gas con-
tent of CDM and ETHOS haloes in Fig. 8, in which we plot
the gas mass – halo mass relations for CDM and ETHOS,
separately. We also include a hybrid calculation in which, for
our matched haloes, we plot the z = 10 ETHOS galaxy gas
mass as a function of the CDM counterpart halo mass. For
M200 < 10
9 the three models are strongly divergent: CDM
predicts 2− 4× 107 M of gas in these haloes, ETHOS pre-
dicts up to 7×108 M. The hybrid calculation straddles the
two, except at M200 < 4× 108 M where the ETHOS coun-
terparts have not collapsed sufficiently to obtain as much gas
as in CDM. We also note that gas masses of ETHOS haloes
with M200 < 5 × 108 M are above that expected from the
universal baryon fraction, notwithstanding the fact that the
gas mass is calculated as gravitationally bound mass and
M200 is defined within a sphere.
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3.2.2 Examples of halo pairs at z = 10
We explore these surprising results – the excess gas and
bound dark matter mass in ETHOS haloes relative to their
CDM counterparts – in the z = 10 context by taking a
few halo examples, and making contour plots of the spatial
distribution of matched haloes (comparing also their virial
masses and radii). We identified 784 high quality (R > 0.95)
matched halo pairs in which the CDM counterpart has a
virial mass close to Mhm: M200 ∈ [5.4, 6] × 108 M. We
present two examples of these halo pairs in Fig. 9. For each
halo, we separated their dark matter, gas, and stellar com-
ponents.
The first halo pair example in Fig. 9, example i) (left
panels), shows the origin of the discrepancy between the
varying halo mass definitions and components shown in pre-
vious figures. The dark matter distribution in the CDM
counterpart is more concentrated than in ETHOS and is
more extended spherically. Both distributions show a tail
of bound material that extends outside r200, towards Y =
−5 kpc. In the dark matter distributions, this tail has a
similar appearance in the two models; however, in the gas
distributions this tail is notably denser and more populated
in ETHOS. The total gas mass in the ETHOS halo is dou-
ble that of the CDM counterpart: largely due to the gas tail,
but also due to a greater concentration of gas cells within
r200. The ETHOS halo has yet to form any stars, unlike the
CDM counterpart, but has many more highly star-forming
gas cells which may be indicative of a coming starburst. We
suggest that the early formation of a small stellar population
in CDM has already unbound much of the gas through stel-
lar feedback, whereas ETHOS haloes retain their gas until
a later point at which either more gas is available for star
formation, and/or the gravitational potential is deeper mak-
ing feedback slightly less effective. A detailed examination
of these options will require very fine time resolution, which
we defer to a future study.
The second halo pair example in Fig. 9, example ii)
(right panels), shows a less evolved system in which less of
the bound mass has fallen within r200. The ETHOS halo
shows a particularly striking tail of material that stretches
at least 14 kpc from the centre-of-potential. We caution that
even the definition of a ‘halo’ is troublesome in this situation
(e.g. Angulo et al. 2013). The extent of this tail is sufficiently
large that the bound dark matter mass is higher for the
ETHOS halo than for its CDM counterpart, even though the
value of M200 is lower in ETHOS. We have calculated the
fraction of dark matter and gas mass located outside r200,
f(> r200), for our sample of 784 haloes, and find that for
CDM (ETHOS) the median value of f(> r200) is 18 per cent
(38 per cent). For the gas mass, the fractions are higher,
at 23 per cent and 46 per cent, respectively. This explains
the excess bound dark matter mass in ETHOS over CDM
at fixed M200 shown in Fig. 7: the geometry of a smooth,
thin, self-bound filament is such that its dark matter mass
can greatly exceed its M200 unlike the more spherical CDM
haloes. For both the CDM and ETHOS haloes the gas tracks
the dark matter distribution. The ETHOS halo has twice
the gas mass of the CDM counterpart, with an excess of
gas in the tail and within r200. Unlike in example i), the
ETHOS halo has starting forming star particles, yet still
has twice as many star-forming gas particles within r200.
Perhaps even more striking is the presence of star-forming
gas – and even a star particle – in the tail where there is no
hint of a dark matter overdensity. This may be an example
of star formation in filaments in dark matter models with a
galactic-scale cutoff in the power spectrum as described by
Gao & Theuns (2007) in the context of a WDM cosmology.
We had stated that this mechanism was rare in our previous
paper – (Lovell et al. 2018a) – as we defined filamentary
star formation as that which occurs in gas cells not bound
to any substructure. The possibility that such star formation
occurs in filaments that are in fact bound is an interesting
development.
We are left with the puzzle of why the dark matter dis-
tribution, and to a lesser extent gas distribution, in young
ETHOS haloes will nevertheless evolve into haloes that are
less massive, both in M200 and in bound mass, than in CDM
as expected from example i) (left panel of Fig. 9) and from
Fig. 7. The presence of spurious structures from filamen-
tary fragmentation would contribute to M200, yet M200 is
still smaller in ETHOS. We speculate that ultimately much
of the material in the long ETHOS halo tails becomes un-
bound from the central halo, and will either remain unbound
until it can accrete into a halo with M200  Mhm or may
even continue to be unbound up until the present day, as
part of the smooth (unclustered) cosmic web. At z = 6 the
percentage of dark matter particles bound to dark matter
haloes of any virial mass – including the mass in centrals
and their subhaloes together – in CDM is 11 per cent, com-
pared to 7 per cent for ETHOS, thus in agreement with this
hypothesis at least in so far as the bound mass percentage is
lower: we will defer a detailed comparison to future work in
which the particle distribution is tracked to redshifts z  6.
3.2.3 Condensation times in ETHOS haloes
While the exact process of how galaxies form in models with
primordial power spectrum cutoffs is not entirely clear, it is
well known that halo collapse occurs later than in CDM.
We show this explicitly in Fig. 10, in which we plot the dif-
ference in condensation time between CDM and ETHOS
matched pairs as a function of the condensation time in
CDM. The halo condensation time is calculated as the first
time at which the halo mass is equal to the mass required
for atomic cooling given the halo virial temperature. In prac-
tice, since we have discrete time resolution, we interpolate
between snapshots to find this time. We only include haloes
that achieve high quality bijective matches (R > 0.9) and
M200 > 1× 108 M in both CDM and ETHOS .
The ETHOS haloes on average condense 100 to 200 Myr
later than their CDM counterparts. The difference between
condensation times actually grows slightly from haloes that
in CDM condense at ∼200 Myr to those at ∼400 Myr,
but then the curve turns over afterwards. We suspect that
this turn over occurs because the condensation delay for
ETHOS haloes with CDM counterpart that condense at
times > 400 Myr is too long to occur by z = 6 (see grey
regions in Fig. 10). Also, we note that the vast majority of
CDM haloes condense before 400 Myr, and therefore there
is the possibility of being affected by sampling noise at later
times (see the error bars in the bottom panel of Fig. 11.)
This delay in collapse time has been shown to affect the
inner densities (< 1 kpc) for a small population low mass ob-
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jects at z = 0 in dark matter-only simulations (Lovell et al.
2012). We take advantage of the large sample of hydrody-
namical galaxies here, coupled with our matching algorithm,
to examine what effect these later collapse times, and thus
condensation times, in ETHOS have on the total halo mass
and stellar mass – including the galaxy formation efficiency
– of these haloes. In other words, is there an additional effect
on the main galaxy properties due to this delay in the con-
densation time, or is it simply a reset of the onset of galaxy
formation?
We approach this question in the following manner. We
first calculate the median stellar mass and halo mass as a
function of condensation time for our z = 6 ETHOS and
CDM matched-pair haloes, treating ETHOS and CDM in-
dependently. We then compute the same median relations
for ETHOS haloes as a function of their CDM counterpart
condensation times. If the latter hybrid calculation tracks
the CDM median relations then the delayed condensation
time in ETHOS has not had an effect on the evolution of
the relevant galaxy property, it is simply a reset of the on-
set of galaxy formation given by the primordial power spec-
trum cut-off. We present the results in Fig. 11. In the stellar
mass and halo mass plots we only include haloes that have
formed at least one star particle in both the ETHOS and
CDM matched counterparts. We consider whether this ap-
proach is reasonable by also plotting the luminous fraction
as a function of condensation time in the same Figure (bot-
tom panel).
At face value, the CDM and ETHOS models paint a
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Figure 11. Median halo properties of z = 6 galaxies as a function
of their condensation time. Top panel: stellar mass. Middle panel:
halo mass. Bottom panel: luminous fraction (‘luminous’ = con-
tains at least one star particle), in which error bars (2σ binomial)
are shown only for CDM (for clarity purposes). The black lines
show results for CDM haloes (in the matched pairs set) and the
red for the corresponding ETHOS haloes. The blue lines show the
results for ETHOS haloes but using the matched CDM halo con-
densation times. We include the redshifts corresponding to each
condensation time on the upper x-axis.
very different picture of both the stellar mass and halo mass
formation histories as a function of condensation time. The
ETHOS haloes that have a condensation time of 200 Myr
(zcond = 18) have a median z = 6 stellar mass of 4×107 M,
more than an order of magnitude higher than CDM. The
ETHOS M∗−tcond relation then declines much more rapidly
than CDM, and the two meet at 600 Myr for a median
M∗ = 6×105, which is only 6 star particles. However, our hy-
brid calculation, with the ETHOS-M∗ coupled to the coun-
terpart CDM-tcond, instead tracks the CDM relation almost
perfectly, even in the region around zcond = 7 where the star
particle sampling is very poor. We therefore recover one of
the results from Fig. 4, namely that the stellar masses of
matched pairs are very similar and are not affected by the
delay in condensation time.
We next consider the connection between halo mass
and condensation time in the middle panel of Fig. 11. The
ETHOS haloes that form at the earliest times are more mas-
sive than in the CDM relation, and have a M200 − tcond
relation that falls off more steeply towards larger condensa-
tion times converging with CDM by zcond = 6. The hybrid
median relation shows agreement with CDM at the earliest
times, but unlike the case of the stellar mass (top panel of
Fig. 11) peels off towards lower redshifts so that the median
halo is almost 10 per cent less massive than CDM by redshift
zcond = 6. This is because haloes that form later have had
less time to collapse in ETHOS. We have repeated this exer-
cise with all matched haloes independently of whether they
host any star particles, and find a much bigger suppression,
by up to 50 per cent.
We have previously shown that the stellar masses do
not change markedly between CDM and ETHOS, and that
any changes that are present at z = 10 are swiftly erased by
higher subsequent SFRs in ETHOS. However, we restricted
that analysis to haloes that form stars in both CDM and
ETHOS. We therefore examine the situation with haloes
for which this is not necessarily true. We plot the luminous
fraction of haloes – haloes with at least one star particle
– with a z = 6 halo mass > 109 M (> 108 M) in CDM
(ETHOS) as a function of their condensation time in the bot-
tom panel of Fig. 11; we also restrict ourselves to matches
with R > 0.9. Note that this is only the luminous fraction
of bijective matched haloes: we do not take into account the
greater total abundance of CDM haloes. The ETHOS lumi-
nous fractions are consistently higher than those in CDM
for zcond > 10, and at lower redshifts agree more with CDM
although the (binomial) error bars in this regime are very
large due to the small number of late-forming CDM haloes.
The hybrid calculation tracks CDM down to zcond = 10 and
then exhibits a lower luminous fraction from then on. This
result suggests that z = 10 is the redshift at which reion-
isation feedback starts to become important; prior to this
redshift the choice of dark matter model has no effect on
the luminous fraction.
We have shown that the degree to which the proper-
ties of galaxies are influenced by the different condensation
times of the haloes in ETHOS and CDM is is simply driven
by a delay of the onset of galaxy formation in the former
caused by the primordial power spectrum cutoff. In partic-
ular, we showed how star-forming CDM haloes mostly con-
dense above z = 10 irrespective of mass whereas the ETHOS
counterparts experience a delay in condensation such that
longer delays occur for less massive haloes. We now make
the link from the differences in condensation time shown in
Fig. 10 to the changes in the SFR shown in Fig. 6, as me-
diated by the gas fraction at the condensation time: higher
gas fractions, particularly in low mass haloes from which hot
gas is readily ejected by supernovae, will be expected to have
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higher SFRs. We separate out our matched pairs (R > 0.9)
into three bins in ETHOS condensation time tcond,ETHOS:
tcond,ETHOS < 300 Myr, 300 < tcond,ETHOS < 400 Myr and
400 < tcond,ETHOS, and for each sample plot the ETHOS
gas fractions as a function of the CDM counterpart gas
fractions in Fig. 12. We restrict ourselves to pairs in which
the ETHOS haloes have the following properties at z = 6:
M200 > 10
8 M, and at least one star particle.
All three subsamples of halo pairs show similar distri-
butions of CDM gas fractions – centred on ∼ 0.13 – which
is unsurprising since we have already shown that all of the
CDM haloes condense at roughly the same time (zcond > 9)
and therefore largely have the same opportunity to expel
gas through stellar feedback. The ETHOS galaxies on the
other hand, show some evolution with time, from a median
fgas = 0.14 in the earliest bin down to 0.13 in the latest
bin. This effect is likely linked to the additional reionisation
feedback that partially evaporates the gas in later forming
haloes, and may also reflect extra energy from nearby su-
pernovae.
Although the gas fraction of ETHOS haloes evolves
more strongly with redshift than their CDM counterparts,
we find that the ETHOS gas fractions at the earliest times
are significantly higher. In the median this is 1 per cent
(absolute percentage), but we also find many haloes with
gas fractions higher than even the universal baryon fraction
(UBF). On average, approximately 10 per cent of matched
ETHOS haloes across all times have a gas fraction above the
UBF compared to only ∼ 2 per cent of CDM haloes. One
possibility for this difference is the way that halo finders
sometimes incorporate filaments into haloes (see e.g. An-
gulo et al. 2013), but this effect is observed for the friends-
of-friends algorithm rather than for an algorithm based in
gravitational binding energy as the one we use here. An-
other, plausible explanation is that this excess of gas in
ETHOS is due to monolithic collapse of the first generation
of star-forming haloes near the cutoff scale. Unlike in CDM,
in ETHOS, there has been no previous generation of lower
mass haloes in which gas can start forming stars prior to
the model condensation time, and perhaps collisional cool-
ing in the cosmic web is able to funnel extra gas into the
halo at super-UBF levels. In any case, we have shown that
ETHOS haloes retain larger fractions of their gas than CDM
at the condensation time. This provides an explanation for
the spike in ETHOS SFRs presented in Fig. 6, which in
turn explains how on a halo-by-halo basis ETHOS haloes
have stellar masses broadly similar to their CDM matched
counterparts.
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Figure 13. Time taken to form the first 50 per cent of the stellar
mass by z=6 in our bijective matches, with ETHOS values on
the y-axis and CDM values on the x-axis. The PDFs of these
quantities are shown in the insets, and are normalized to the
maximum value of the histogram to improve legibility. We present
the results for two stellar mass ranges, M∗,CDM > 107 M (red
points) and 106.3 < M∗,CDM < 107 M (blue points).
3.2.4 The onset of star formation in ETHOS
We have hinted so far at a potentially interesting difference
between the first galaxies in CDM and ETHOS: CDM haloes
start to form stars earlier than their ETHOS counterparts,
and given the lower stellar masses of ETHOS galaxies at
z = 10, and the faster build up of stellar mass to catch up
with CDM by z = 6, we therefore anticipate an older stellar
population in CDM than ETHOS at a fixed stellar mass.
We end this section by looking at the rapidity of the star
formation history in the two models and also look ahead to
possible observational signatures.
We measure the speed of the build up of the stellar
mass by calculating the time it takes for each galaxy to form
the first 50 per cent of the total amount of stars at z = 6.
In practice, we extract the distribution of ages of the stars
that constitute each galaxy at z = 6, calculate the median
and subtract the first decile of that distribution. In other
words, if the first 50 per cent of the stellar mass is formed
by time t50 and the first 10 per cent by time t10, the time
that we measure is t50 − t10, or t10−50. We calculate this
difference for all of our matched pairs, and plot the results in
Fig. 13 with the ETHOS t10−50 as a function of the matched
CDM t10−50. We split the distribution into two subsamples
based on resolution: well resolved M∗,CDM > 107 M (red in
Fig. 13) and more tenuously resolved, 5× 106 < M∗,CDM <
107 M (blue points)
The locus of the higher stellar mass galaxies is at
[315,280] Myr (medians), showing that ETHOS galaxies gen-
erally form 30 Myr faster than their CDM counterparts;
for the lower mass galaxies shown the difference grows to
60 Myr. It is also interesting to note that only 12 (<
1 per cent) of the CDM haloes – mostly in the marginally
resolved sample – generate their mass in under 100 Myr
compared to ∼ 100 (8 per cent) of the ETHOS haloes. We
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mass bins as indicated in the Figure legend. The CDM (ETHOS)
case is shown with solid (dashed) lines. Error bars show 2σ bino-
mial errors.
therefore conclude that a modest survey conducted at z = 6,
with observational estimates of how fast the stellar mass was
assembled, might constitute evidence against or in favour of
currently allowed models that have a primordial power spec-
trum cutoff.
Attempts to detect a difference between these models
in this manner might become feasible thanks to high qual-
ity SEDs of galaxies at z > 6. Recently, Hashimoto et al.
(2018) examined the SED of a lensed galaxy at z = 9 and
reported the detection of a stellar population that formed
109 M in stars at z ∼ 15. This sort of work has the poten-
tial to favour ETHOS if the formation time is sufficiently
rapid, as shown in the previous Figure, or alternatively to
rule out ETHOS if the first stars in a given population of
galaxies form at a redshift before any ETHOS structures
have collapsed. In regards to the latter, we therefore com-
pute the PDF of how many z = 6 galaxies have at least
one star particle older than a given time in four stellar mass
bins (log (M∗/M) = [6.5, 7.0], [7.0, 7.5], [7.5, 8.0], [8.0, 8.5])
for all CDM and ETHOS galaxies independently, regardless
of whether they have a match in the other simulation. We
plot the results in Fig. 14
For all stellar mass bins there is a statistically signifi-
cant difference between the proportion of CDM and ETHOS
galaxies that have at least ∼ 105 M (one star particle)
in stars older than a given age threshold. The difference
is smallest for the highest stellar mass bin, since these ob-
jects form early in both CDM and ETHOS, and is largest for
the smallest mass bin, where the delay in ETHOS halo col-
lapse is longest. We find that all models and stellar masses
successfully produced some galaxies with stellar populations
that formed around z = 15 as in Hashimoto et al. (2018),
although for the lowest mass bin in ETHOS this is only
5 per cent of galaxies. The ideal target for an observational
comparison would be the lowest mass bin given the good
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Figure 15. PDF of the ages of the oldest star particles in CDM
and ETHOS galaxies whose gas mass is less than ten per cent
of their stellar mass at z = 6. We only include galaxies from
the lowest mass bin in Fig. 14, log (M∗/M) = [6.5, 7.0], as the
other mass bins do not contain enough gas-poor galaxies to see
a statistically significant difference between CDM and ETHOS.
Error bars show 2σ binomial errors.
statistics, but even the more observationally accessible bin
([8.0,8.5]) holds some promise. We predict that if fewer than
50 per cent of bright galaxies (log (M∗/M) = [8.0, 8.5]) ob-
served at z = 6 have stellar populations older than 700 Myr,
this would provide indirect evidence for the presence of a
cutoff in the linear matter power spectrum. We expect that
the only way the effect could be mimicked in CDM is through
very efficient feedback from the first stars.
Next, we consider the possible implications for dwarf
galaxies in the Local Universe, where it is possible to ob-
serve faint galaxies at the threshold of galaxy formation,
and thus where the difference between models such as
ETHOS and CDM becomes more distinct. The best link
between high redshift galaxies and Local Group dwarfs
are likely ‘fossil galaxies’ of the kind described by Bose
et al. (2018b), which were quenched by reionization feed-
back (photo-heating evaporation) in the run up to z = 6.
We therefore select CDM and ETHOS galaxies that are gas
poor at z = 6, which we define as having a gas mass lower
than 10 per cent of the stellar mass, and repeat the same
process as for Fig. 14 to study the differences in the age dis-
tribution. We only include galaxies in the lowest stellar mass
bin, log (M∗/M) = [6.5, 7.0], due to the lack of gas-poor
galaxies in the other bins.
We find two age bins in which there is a (statistical)
difference between the CDM and ETHOS gas-poor galaxies,
namely at ages of 600 and 650 Myr. Translated to z = 0
galaxies, we predict that, for CDM, > 55 per cent of gas-
starved Local Group dwarfs will have > 105 M in stellar
mass older than 13.3 Gyr as compared to < 40 per cent
if the dark matter has a power spectrum cutoff at dwarf
galaxy scales (roughly at the scale of the benchmark ETHOS
model studied here). In practice, testing this prediction is
very challenging due to the difficulty in determining the ages
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Figure 16. Median, normalised time at which the first star par-
ticle forms as a function of local galaxy number density (for z = 6
galaxies). Local density is defined as the number of luminous
haloes and subhaloes within a sphere of radius 1 Mpc (physical)
centred on a given halo. Each curve is normalised by its value at
n(< 1Mpc) = 100. The black and red lines are for haloes in the
matched CDM and ETHOS samples, respectively. The blue line
shows the results of the hybrid calculation in which the ETHOS
star formation time is plotted as a function of the CDM local
density.
of old stellar populations with sub-Gyr precision (see e.g.
Weisz et al. 2014).
Finally, we present a corollary of the increased delay of
the formation of ETHOS galaxies (relative to CDM) in pro-
gressively lower mass haloes. At a given mass, haloes that
form earlier are embedded in larger overdensities (are more
clustered) than those that form later (Gao et al. 2005). For
CDM, since haloes start collapsing and forming stars very
early, any difference in the onset of star formation in over-
dense and underdense regions (at z = 6) will likely be negli-
gible. On the other hand, ETHOS haloes collapse later than
their CDM counterparts, and we could therefore expect an
enhancement of this effect.
We test this hypothesis by computing the median for-
mation time of the first star particle in each halo, tfs, as a
function of the local galaxy number density. We define this
density simply as the total number of galaxies – both cen-
trals and satellites – located within 1 Mpc (physical) of each
halo (n(< 1Mpc)). We calculate this relation for our sample
of matched CDM and ETHOS haloes that have halo masses
in the range 108 < M200 < 10
9 M and that have at least
one star particle.
We also include a hybrid calculation in which we take
the time tfs of the ETHOS galaxies with the galaxy number
density of the matched CDM counterparts. We normalise tfs
to the value at n(< 1Mpc) = 100 in order to focus on the
median relation slope, and present our results in Fig. 16.
We find that the median tfs – galaxy number density in
CDM (black line) varies by less than two percentage points
in CDM between local densities n(< 1 Mpc) = [30, 1000]
at z = 6. At lower densities, the CDM relation turns over
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which is likely due to small number statistics (20 objects in
the lowest bin). Over the same range of galaxy number den-
sities, the ETHOS model results in a much steeper relation
(red line), with a median tfs at n(< 1 Mpc) = 30 which is
4 percentage points higher than at n(< 1 Mpc) = 1000. The
comparison between models is complicated given the overall
lower number of galaxies in ETHOS; however, our hybrid
calculation (blue line) enables us to ‘rescale’ the x-axis for
ETHOS haloes. This hybrid relation results in a steeper gra-
dient, which more or less tracks the ETHOS model results,
with galaxies in the most underdense environments probed
forming stars roughly 8 per cent later than in the densest
environments measured at z = 6. We therefore predict that,
in models in which dark matter has a cutoff at the scale of
dwarf galaxies, there should be a gradient in the onset of
star formation between galaxies residing in high density and
low density regions. If this gradient is sufficiently steep, we
speculate that ETHOS galaxies in voids form so late that
a higher proportion of haloes lose their gas to reionization
feedback prior to collapse and are therefore dark, with con-
sequences for the emptiness of the Local Void (Tikhonov
et al. 2009).
4 CONCLUSIONS
The nature of dark matter has a vital role to play in the
formation of the first galaxies, and this regime provides a
complementary probe of new dark matter physics to Local
Group observables. In Lovell et al. (2018a) we showed that
a dark matter model with self-interactions and with a linear
matter power spectrum cutoff tuned to alleviate the CDM
dwarf-scale challenges in the Local Group – the ETHOS-4 in-
teracting dark matter model (Vogelsberger et al. 2016, here-
after simply ‘ETHOS’) – produced a population of galaxies
at z ≥ 6, which is consistent with observed high redshift
galaxy counts and reionization constraints. This particular
ETHOS model has a cutoff very similar to that of a ther-
mal 3.4 keV WDM model, but with the addition of dark
acoustic oscillations driven by dark matter-dark radiation
interactions in the early Universe. In this follow-up paper
we have compared these same simulated ETHOS and CDM
galaxies on an individual basis. We are therefore able to
describe how halo collapse differs between the two models,
and the subsequent effect of this collapse on the baryonic
component of the galaxies.
Our simulations are the same as those of Lovell et al.
(2018a), which feature a leading model of galaxy formation
(Vogelsberger et al. 2013; Torrey et al. 2014; Vogelsberger
et al. 2014a,b; Genel et al. 2014; Weinberger et al. 2017;
Pillepich et al. 2018). The simulations have a 10243 parti-
cle cosmological box of side length 36 Mpc with CDM and
ETHOS initial conditions. Since the same initial conditions
phases were used in CDM and in ETHOS, we were able to
use the Lagrangian region matching method of Lovell et al.
(2014, 2018b) to determine to what degree there is a one-
to-one correspondence between CDM and ETHOS haloes as
a function of halo mass; we then analysed how halo/galaxy
properties including halo mass, stellar mass, star formation
rate and star formation history change.
We began our analysis by considering the rate at which
simulated haloes had bijective matches, defined as our algo-
rithm having matched a given CDM halo to a counterpart in
ETHOS and that same ETHOS counterpart being matched
back to that CDM halo. We showed that the fraction of
CDM haloes with a bijective match in ETHOS is close to
unity above a halo virial mass M200 > 10Mhm, where Mhm
is the half mode mass in ETHOS (Fig. 2). Around Mhm itself
the matched fraction drops precipitously, from 80 per cent
to 40 per cent for high quality matches, thus indicating that
at this mass scale some proportion of haloes are erased by
the early Universe dark matter-dark radiation interactions
in ETHOS. A second result of this matching analysis was
that the ratio between the CDM and ETHOS halo mass
functions is very different to the halo match fraction, with
the abundance of ETHOS haloes at the ∼ 2Mhm scale sup-
pressed by 20 per cent while the bijective matched fraction
for CDM is only 5 per cent below unity. Conversely, the pro-
portion of high quality matches below Mhm was suppressed
more strongly than the mass function. We traced this phe-
nomenon back to the fact that the virial masses of low mass
(M200 < 10 ×Mhm) ETHOS haloes are suppressed relative
to CDM: by 50 per cent at M200 = Mhm to 80 per cent at
still lower halo masses (Fig. 3).
We repeated variations of this analysis with the stellar
mass and found that, remarkably, the switch from CDM
to ETHOS changes the stellar mass in a given halo by a
median of less than 10 per cent (Fig. 5). Since the virial
mass is suppressed significantly in low-mass ETHOS haloes,
this implies that the stellar mass fraction of ETHOS haloes
is enhanced by over 10 per cent at fixed M200. Similarly,
we found that the gas mass of ETHOS haloes, which sets a
fundamental limit on the stellar mass, is the same in ETHOS
and CDM at z = 6 even though the total bound dark matter
mass is suppressed by 40 per cent (Fig. 7). The gas mass is
even enhanced by 50 per cent at Mhm in ETHOS relative to
CDM at z = 10, which leads to a boost in the star formation
rate at the same redshift of a factor of 2 on a halo-by-halo
basis and a factor of 2.5 at fixed halo mass (Fig. 6, see also
Bose et al. 2016b; Lovell et al. 2018a.) We demonstrated that
the difference between the gas and dark matter distributions
was due in part to the extra filamentary material attached
to the ETHOS haloes (Fig. 9) and speculated that much of
this extra dark matter would later become unbound.
We explored possible causes for these differences – or
otherwise – between CDM and ETHOS in the manner of
their collapse. It is well known that the power spectrum
cutoff delays the time at which perturbations begin to col-
lapse to form haloes (Lovell et al. 2012; Ludlow et al. 2016).
We chose to parametrize the onset of halo collapse as rele-
vant for the onset of star formation by the atomic hydrogen
‘condensation’ (cooling) time, which is the time/redshift at
which each halo reaches the mass required for atomic hydro-
gen cooling (approximately M200 = 10
8 M, with a small
dependence on redshift.)
We showed explicitly that the condensation of ETHOS
haloes is delayed relative to CDM in a manner that de-
pends on halo mass: ETHOS haloes whose CDM counter-
parts have M200 > 10
10 M at z = 6 condense 50 Myr
later than in CDM, whereas those with CDM counterparts of
M200 < 10
9 M were delayed by a median 300 Myr (Fig. 10).
One of the consequences of this behaviour is that, whereas
almost all (galaxy-forming) CDM haloes condense in a brief
period before z = 10, and largely even before z = 15,
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ETHOS halo condensation time is much more segregated
by halo mass, with lower mass haloes delayed progressively
longer, relative to CDM. We showed that this change has re-
markably little effect on the galaxy stellar mass, and shows
a progressively larger suppression in M200 with increasing
delay time (Fig. 11); at the same time we also showed that
the luminous fraction of haloes is unaffected by condensation
time up to z = 10, and at later times the luminous fraction
is suppressed relative to the CDM value, presumably due to
reionization feedback.
The condensation times were found to have some ef-
fect on the gas fractions of galaxies at condensation, with
ETHOS haloes that condensed at over 400 Myr after the
big bang (z < 12) exhibiting gas fractions 2 per cent (ab-
solute) lower than other haloes. At earlier condensation
times, ETHOS galaxies have gas fractions at condensation
that are a median of 2 per cent higher than CDM, and
there is a significantly higher proportion of ETHOS haloes
that have bound gas fractions higher than the universal
baryon fraction, possibly due to the way that monolithic
collapse proceeds. We also showed that the star formation
in z = 6 ETHOS galaxies is more rapid than their CDM
counterparts, forming the first ∼50 per cent of their stars
in 23 per cent less time than in CDM for stellar mass
M∗ < 107 M, and in some cases in under 100 Myr, which
is very rare in CDM.
Finally we made predictions for the population of old
stars in z = 6, in practice an integration of the different for-
mation times and prior star formation in CDM and ETHOS.
We predicted that in CDM about 90 per cent of relatively
massive (M∗ = 108 − 108.5 M) z = 6 galaxies should have
stellar populations (with more than 105 M in stars) older
than 680 Myr, compared to 65 per cent of ETHOS galax-
ies (Fig. 14). We also considered the case of specifically gas
poor, low stellar mass galaxies that could be analogous to
fossil Local Group galaxies, and found a statistically signifi-
cant difference between the two for the proportion of galax-
ies with stellar populations older than 600 Myr (70 per cent
for CDM versus 30 per cent for ETHOS, Fig. 15. We also
showed that, contrary to CDM, the delay in the onset of
star formation in low-mass ETHOS galaxies is stronger in
underdense regions (measured at z = 6), and therefore the
appearance of a clear age gradient between low mass galax-
ies in high density and low density regions could provide
evidence in favour of a cutoff in the matter power spectrum.
We have therefore shown the degree to which galaxies
form later, and progressively so with decreasing halo mass, in
the presence of a cutoff in the linear matter power spectrum.
This results in a lower virial mass for the halo, as well as
a lower bound dark matter mass. The gas mass is instead
enhanced due to a lack of early star formation, leading to a
rapid buildup of stellar mass at some later time.
It may therefore be possible to rule out either CDM or
ETHOS using a combination of high redshift (Hashimoto
et al. 2018) and Local Group (Weisz et al. 2014) dwarf star
formation histories, although the former requires excellent
spectra of a currently unavailable number of z > 6 galaxies
and the latter requires unpredicted time resolution for the
ages of > 12 Gyr-old stellar populations. Assuming these ob-
stacles can be overcome, the detection of large stellar pop-
ulations that formed at z > 17 will rule out ETHOS and
dark matter models that feature a similar cutoff, since the
halo merger history is incapable of generating haloes of suffi-
cient mass by that time independent of the galaxy formation
model. On the other hand, the non-detection of such old pop-
ulations would heavily favour the presence of a cutoff at the
k ∼ 20 hMpc−1 scale, as without the presence of very early
heating from a stellar population it should not be possible
to prevent star formation at z = 17 in CDM.
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Figure A1. Comparison of δV (a meaure of halo concentration)
for matched pairs at z = 6 (blue) and z = 10 (orange) in the
ETHOS and CDM simulation. The solid lines show the results
obtained for the median relation of the ratio of ETHOS and CDM
haloes, whereas the dashed line shows the ratio of the two me-
dian relations δV −M200. The vertical dot dashed line shows the
ETHOS half-mode mass.
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APPENDIX A: HALO CONCENTRATION IN
ETHOS
The definition of M200 is the mass within the radius that
encloses an overdensity, δ, 200× the critical density ρcrit,
where this radius is denoted r200. In order for M200 to be
lower in ETHOS than in CDM, r200 must be smaller and
by extension the value of δ at the halo centre – as opposed
to the δ measured at r200 – must also be lower. A familiar
parametrisation of δ is given roughly as the ratio of Vmax to
rmax, where the latter quantity is the radius at which Vmax
occurs. It is defined precisely as:
δV = 2
(
Vmax
H(z)rmax
)2
, (A1)
where H(z) is the Hubble parameter. This definition of δV
is also familiar as a profile-independent measure of concen-
tration. We compute the ratio of δV for the ETHOS-CDM
matched pairs and plot the resulting distributions as a func-
tion of M200(CDM) in Fig. A1 for z = 6 and z = 10. We
note however, that since we showed in Fig. 3 that M200 is
suppressed in ETHOS for matched pairs, this suppression
will contribute towards our results. We therefore also com-
pute the median δV as a function of M200 for the ETHOS
haloes and separately for the CDM haloes, then compute
the ratio of the two medians and plot the results in Fig. A1
as a dashed line. Note that we are still using the haloes that
are in the bijectively matched sample for this second cal-
culation, and therefore do not include haloes that are not
matched.
The matched pairs at z = 6 show two distinct regimes
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Figure A2. Comparison of dark matter masses within a 1 kpc
aperture for matched pairs for z = 10 (orange) and z = 6 (blue)
in the ETHOS and CDM simulations. Solid lines show median
relations of matched pairs and the dashed lines the ratio of the
two population medians. The vertical dot-dashed line shows the
ETHOS half-mode mass.
of behaviour in the mass range that we consider well re-
solved. At the half-mode mass Mhm there is a mild suppres-
sion in δV of 20 per cent from CDM to ETHOS. This sup-
pression gradually disappears towards M200 = 10
11 M, but
drops substantially at lower masses. It could be that Mhm
is precisely the mass scale at which the mass-concentration
relation turns over in ETHOS and leads to lower concentra-
tions at lower masses, although in the COCO simulations
this turnover as measured using the NFW concentration,
c, occurs at ∼ 10Mhm (Bose et al. 2016a). This low-mass
dropoff does not occur in the median relation ratio, which is
instead relatively flat towards lower masses. This is because
the ETHOS halo masses are smaller, and so the haloes here
with M200 < 10
9 M in ETHOS correspond to more massive
CDM haloes on the other side of the 109 M threshold.
The cutoff below 109 M also occurs for the z = 10
haloes. However, the haloes more massive than this thresh-
old do not show any suppression in δV for ETHOS, unlike
the z = 6 case. The familiar suppression in concentration in
models with a power spectrum cutoff is attributed to later
formation times of the haloes: this implies that the first ob-
jects in ETHOS collapse at the same time as their CDM
counterparts, and are those that reside at the site of the
highest initial overdensities. This possibility is explored in
Section 3.2.3.
We end our discussion of the differences in halo forma-
tion time with a complementary form of the concentration.
The previous measure, δV , is sensitive to a region of the halo
that scales with the virial radius, whereas galaxies typically
reside within a smaller region of 1 to 10 kpc, particularly at
high redshift. We select a fixed radius of 1 kpc (physical),
and compute the ETHOS-CDM ratios as above. The results
are presented in Fig. A2.
The shape of the central dark matter density (defined
within 1 kpc) ratio is similar to that using δV with a small
number of important differences. The suppression of the cen-
tral density in high-mass ETHOS haloes relative to their
CDM counterparts is weaker than δV at z = 6, which shows
that the former is dominated by regions further out from
the halo centre. For haloes smaller than 3 × 109 M 1 kpc
is roughly the size of r200 and thus the results are similar.
The equality at higher masses could come from two different
sources: first, the centres of massive haloes may collapse si-
multaneously in CDM and ETHOS whereas their outerparts
do not, which appears unlikely, or instead there is a degree of
mixing within the halo during virialisation that takes place
during major mergers that introduces more mass to the halo
centre while leaving the outerparts less massive.
To summarise, we have shown that the progressively
lower halo masses in ETHOS are an expression of the lower
overdensities of the haloes, and the concentration of ETHOS
haloes decreases sharply with respect to CDM for M200 <
109 M.
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